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ABSTRACT
We present evidence for soft gluon interference, as required by QCD. This interference
is expected to manifest itself in an angular ordering of the gluons radiated within a jet.
Using hadronic decays of the Z boson in the L3 detector at LEP, we compare variables
sensitive to such an angular ordering, namely the energy-energy correlation asymmetry
and the newly introduced particle-particle correlation asymmetry, with the predictions
of various parton shower models. Only those models which incorporate the expected
interference agree with the data.
Submitted to Physics Letters B
Introduction
Within the framework of QCD [1], the evolution into jets of a quark-antiquark pair pro-
duced in Z decay is usually described in two stages. The rst stage is perturbative and
proceeds via the radiation of gluons, which in turn radiate further gluons or split into qq
pairs. QCD requires that this parton radiation be coherent, which results in interference
both between gluons radiated from the same parton and between gluons radiated from
dierent partons [2].
Due to the non-Abelian nature of QCD, the overall result of this interference is \angu-
lar ordering" of the gluon radiation [3], which constrains the angles between the radiator
and the radiated gluon to decrease as the evolution proceeds to lower energy scales (and
to later times). This can be understood qualitatively [2] by noting that as the energy of
the radiated gluon decreases and/or its angle increases, the gluon probes a larger (trans-
verse) spatial region. This leads to \colour screening", as soft gluons tend to experience
the average colour charge of several branches, which is in general smaller than that of the
radiator itself.
The parton shower is followed by the hadronization stage. Despite the essentially
non-perturbative character of this stage it has been suggested, using the concept of Local
Parton Hadron Duality (LPHD) [4], that many distributions of hadrons rather closely fol-
low the corresponding parton distribution, with non-perturbative eects aecting mainly
the normalization rather than the shape of the distributions.
To calculate eects of QCD, we turn to Monte Carlo methods. As is well known, the
parton shower evolution picture is particularly well suited to such techniques, where a
specic probability is assigned to each type of parton branching [5]. Although in this
way leading logarithmic terms are summed to all orders, resulting in generally accurate
predictions, gluon interference phenomena are usually not taken directly into account as
the evolution of each quark is treated independently. In most models gluon interference is
imposed as an a posteriori constraint forcing angular ordering of the gluon emitted in the
shower. This is the case in JETSET PS [6] and HERWIG [7], which subsequently implement
the non-perturbative step using string and cluster fragmentation, respectively. In JETSET
the angular-ordering constraint can be turned o. The ARIADNE generator [8], on the
other hand, produces the parton shower as a consequence of dipole radiation, by treating
each qq or qg pair as a colour dipole which can radiate a gluon. This formulation naturally
incorporates interference phenomena. Subsequent fragmentation is performed by string
fragmentation as in JETSET. On the other hand, independent fragmentation models such
as COJETS [9] implement the parton shower without including gluon coherence.
Fixed-order perturbative calculations, e.g., the JETSET ME incorporation of second-
order matrix elements [10], are well suited to study leading parton behaviour. But, given
the small number of partons generated, they are not expected to reproduce soft gluon
interference eects.
Gluon interference is expected to manifest itself in two regimes in Z hadronic de-
cays [2]. In one case it aects the region between jets (interjet region). There it can
explain [11], as a purely perturbative eect at the parton level, the so-called string ef-
1
fect, rst predicted by string fragmentation phenomenology [12] and later discovered by
the JADE experiment [13]. A detailed study of this aspect is the subject of our recent
paper [14]. In the second case, gluon coherence aects the region within a jet (intrajet
region). This results, e.g., in suppression of hadrons with low momenta. This theoretical
prediction is supported by many experiments (see, e.g., our study [15]). In the present
paper we study the eects of gluon coherence without making the (somewhat articial)
distinction between two- and three-jet events.
The angular ordering of the partons is expected, through LPHD, to be detectable in the
nal state hadrons. This suggests that we examine variables based on the angles between
particles. Two-particle azimuthal correlations have been studied by OPAL [16]. In this
paper we study two-particle correlations in the full spatial angle using data obtained with
the L3 detector at LEP. A well-known angular correlation is the energy-energy correlation
(EEC) [17]:
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The energy weighting makes the EEC \infra-red safe" [17], hence reliably calculable.
This is the reason it and its asymmetry (EECA)
EECA() = EEC(180
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have proved so useful in measuring quantities of perturbative QCD such as the strong
coupling constant. However, the resulting emphasis on the most energetic branchings, may
be undesirable for the purpose of investigating the extent of angular ordering. We therefore
also examine analogously dened variables where the energy weighting is removed:
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We call these variables the particle-particle correlation (PPC) and its asymmetry (PPCA).
At
p
s = M
Z
, the fraction of two-jet events is high. In such events particles in dierent
jets will in general be separated by an angle  greater than 90

. The EEC (PPC) for
 > 90

can therefore serve as an indication of what the EEC (PPC) within a jet ( < 90

)
would be in the absence of angular ordering (or other short-range angular correlations).
By forming the asymmetry, these \uninteresting" correlations are eectively subtracted.
Also, some cancellation of non-perturbative hadronization eects as well as some detector
eects and Monte Carlo uncertainties [18] can be expected. On the other hand, three-jet
events will produce large negative values of PPCA and EECA at small  since there is
no directly opposite jet. Nevertheless, we prefer to make no distinction between two- and
three-jet events since jet algorithms introduce additional systematic uncertainties.
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The L3 detector
The L3 detector [19] consists of a central tracking chamber, a high resolution electromag-
netic calorimeter composed of bismuth germanium oxide crystals, a ring of scintillation
counters, a uranium and brass hadron calorimeter with proportional wire chamber read-
out, and an accurate muon chamber system. These detectors are installed in a 12 m
diameter magnet which provides a uniform eld of 0.5 T along the beam direction.
To calculate the angular correlations, only tracks in the central tracking chamber
have been used. The angular resolution for pairs of tracks is better than 0:7

[20]. For
the energy-energy correlation measurements, the momentum of tracks measured in the
tracking chamber is used rather than the calorimeter energy.
Data Selection
Events collected by L3 at a centre of mass energy of
p
s = 91:2 GeV during the 1992 LEP
running period, corresponding to 654k hadronic Z decays, are used for this analysis. The
combined trigger eciency for hadronic events exceeds 99:95% [21].
Events are selected in two steps. In the rst step, hadronic events are selected using the
energy measured in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters with the requirements:
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where E
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is the total energy observed in the calorimeters, E
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are the energy
imbalances along and transverse to the beam direction, respectively, and N
cal
cluster
is the
number of calorimeter clusters. Calorimeter clusters are found by combining calorimeter
signals from neighbouring cells when it is likely that they have been caused by a single
particle. Only clusters with an energy greater than 100 MeV are used. Since the number
of clusters is proportional to the number of particles in the event, the cut on N
cal
cluster
serves
to reject low multiplicity events, which are mainly non-hadronic. Applying these cuts to
fully simulated events, we nd that 98% of the hadronic events are accepted. As we use
only charged tracks in the analysis, we require in addition that the direction of the event
thrust be within the full acceptance of the central tracking chamber (45

<  < 135

).
In the second step, events are selected from the above-described hadronic sample using
tracks which have passed certain quality criteria. The distance of closest approach of the
tracks to the interaction point is required to be less than 20 mm and the momentum
measured in the plane transverse to the beam direction is required to be more than 100
MeV/c. Events are then selected using criteria similar to the above calorimeter-based
selection but using tracks:
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where p is the track momentum. The resulting sample contains about 377k events.
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Results
Our results on the EECA and PPCA are compared with several Monte Carlo generators
used to simulate the reaction e
+
e
 
! qq with subsequent quark and gluon branchings
(parton showers). For our purpose these models can be divided into two categories: those
which do and those which do not incorporate colour coherence eects. Those which include
coherence eects are HERWIG 5.6, JETSET 7.3 PS and ARIADNE 4.04, while JETSET 7.3
PS with the angular ordering option turned o and COJETS 6.23 do not. We also make a
comparison with the matrix element implementation of JETSET, JETSET 7.3 ME. These
programs have been briey described in the introduction. They have all been tuned [22] to
describe various one-dimensional distributions of our data, with the exception of JETSET
PS with angular ordering turned o. For this model the average charged multiplicity is
about 0.8 tracks too high when the parameter values of the angular ordered JETSET are
used. This dierence is removed by a change of less than one standard deviation in the
tuned parameters while still preserving good agreement with the other distributions.
To calculate the correlations, we use charged particles from the selected data sample
described above. We use a bin size of 6

, which is much larger than our resolution for the
angle in space between two tracks. Such a large bin size simplies the correction of the
data for detector eects while still being small enough to study the eects of coherence.
Before comparing the EECA and PPCA of the data with the predictions of the coher-
ent and incoherent models, we correct the data for detector eciency and resolution and
investigate the sensitivity of the correlations to uncertainties of the models, in particular
to variations of the parameters of the models.
The corrections to the data are found using 346k events generated using JETSET
PS, fully simulated and reconstructed in the L3 detector. The option of angular ordering
in parton showers was used to generate these events. An additive correction is calculated
for each bin of the PPCA and EECA as the dierence between the PPCA(EECA) cal-
culated at generator level and that calculated using the full detector simulation (after
event selection). The PPC and EEC distributions are corrected by a multiplicative factor
determined from the ratio of the generator level and simulation level values. As a check,
the corrections were also determined using HERWIG. The PPC and EEC distributions,
using both corrections, are shown in Figure 1. The dierences between the JETSET and
HERWIG corrections are seen to be small. The corrections to the PPCA and EECA vary
smoothly with . In the region where the dierences between the coherent and incoherent
models are largest, namely  6  40

, the corrections are smaller than 0.01 and 0.06 for
the PPCA and EECA, respectively.
To investigate the sensitivity of the EECA and PPCA to various parameters of the
models, the parameters of JETSET which were tuned by L3 were varied

by one standard
deviation from their tuned values [22]. The results are shown in Figures 2a and 2c
where the points represent the values found using the tuned values and lines indicate
the maximum and minimum values found in the parameter variations. From Figure 2a

The parameters varied are the scale 
LL
, the width of the Gaussian transverse momentum distribution
of the primary quarks 
q
, and the b parameter in the symmetric Lund fragmentation function [23]. The
JETSET default value of the shower cut-o parameter, 1 GeV, was used.
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we conclude that there is a large dierence in the PPCA in the region below about 54

between JETSET with and without angular ordering and that this dierence is only slightly
aected by reasonable variations of the JETSET parameters. A similar conclusion is
reached for the EECA (Figure 2c), although for a narrower angular range. The sensitivity
of the correlation asymmetries to resonance production was investigated by varying the
vector/pseudoscalar ratio in JETSET.
y
Decreasing this ratio to
1
/
3
or increasing it to
3 produced changes in the correlation asymmetries comparable to those shown for the
variation of the other model parameters. Thus mistuning of these parameters also cannot
account for the dierences seen between JETSET with and without angular ordering.
At small angles between particles we can expect the EEC and PPC to be strongly
inuenced by Bose-Einstein correlations and non-perturbative eects. This is also the
region where the detector eects are most pronounced and least well understood. There-
fore any dierences observed at small angles are dicult to interpret. Unfortunately, the
Bose-Einstein eect aects the correlations also at larger angles. This comes about partly
through the normalization of the EEC and PPC, whereby a decrease in the small- bins
must be compensated for by an increase in the other bins, but also directly, particularly
for the PPC. This is because the Bose-Einstein eect is large for small Q
2
. For two
particles, Q
2
ij
= (p
i
+ p
j
)
2
 2E
i
E
j
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). Thus, the larger the energies, the smaller
 must be to produce a large Bose-Einstein eect. Consequently, the inuence of the
Bose-Einstein eect is conned to small angles for the EECA, but less so for the PPCA.
However, the shape of the distribution is largely unaected, as may be seen in Figures 2b
and 2d, where the PPCA, as well as the EECA, found using JETSET
z
is shown with and
without inclusion of the Bose-Einstein eect. We see that inclusion of the Bose-Einstein
eect, as parametrized in JETSET, results in lower values of the PPCA for all values of
 irrespective of angular ordering. For the EECA, the Bose-Einstein eect is small for
 > 6

.
We have identied two main sources of systematic error: (a) uncertainties in the
values of Monte Carlo model parameters, for which we take as error the root-mean-
square of the variations found from varying selected parameters (Figures 2a and 2b);
and (b) uncertainties in the corrections for detector eects. The dierence between the
corrections using JETSET and those using HERWIG is taken as the systematic error. This
is the dominant uncertainty in the analysis.
The models show the most striking dierence in the region   36

for the EECA
and   54

for the PPCA. We therefore direct our interest primarily to these regions,
excluding the rst bin, where both the Bose-Einstein eect and the detector corrections
are largest.
Figures 3 and 4 show the PPCA and EECA distributions, respectively, of the cor-
rected data compared with those of the coherent and the incoherent Monte Carlo models.
We rst discuss the comparison of the PPCA. We see that below 54

JETSET without
y
The JETSET parameters PARJ(11), PARJ(12), and PARJ(13) for light, strange and heavy mesons,
respectively, have as default values for this ratio 1, 1.5 and 3.
z
JETSET includes a parametrization of the Bose-Einstein eect in its fragmentation. ARIADNE uses
JETSET for fragmentation and thus includes the same parametrization. We have used the Gaussian
parametrization in JETSET with parameters PARJ(92)=1.5 and PARJ(93)=0.33. HERWIG and COJETS
contain no treatment of the Bose-Einstein eect.
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angular ordering disagrees strongly with the data, while being in fair agreement at larger
values of . COJETS is seen not to reproduce the data over the entire angular range,
although the shape of its distribution is rather similar to that of the data. On the other
hand, the coherent Monte Carlo models: JETSET with angular ordering, HERWIG, and
ARIADNE, all reproduce the data reasonably well over the full angular range. Note that
the disagreement of the non-angular ordered models can not be due to the Bose-Einstein
eect. Turning this eect o in the non-angular ordered JETSET model (see Figure 2b)
does not raise its PPCA points enough. Based on the behaviour of the Bose-Einstein ef-
fect in JETSET, we expect that its inclusion in COJETS would lower the COJETS points,
putting them even further away from the data. We have attempted, without success, to
improve the agreement with the PPCA and EECA by varying some of the parameters of
COJETS. The failure of COJETS is perhaps not surprising since it has previously been
found [22, 14] to be incapable of satisfactorily reproducing variables sensitive to transverse
momentum spectra.
The comparison of the EECA leads to conclusions similar to those for the PPCA
except that HERWIG compares here signicantly worse than do angular ordered JETSET
and ARIADNE.
We note that the matrix element version of JETSET agrees satisfactorily with our data
for the EECA but not for the PPCA. Since the PPCA is much more sensitive to soft
particles than is the EECA, this suggests that the disagreement arises from multiple soft
gluon emission, which is not included in the matrix element calculation.
Conclusions
We have studied gluon interference in hadronic Z decays using two correlations, the
particle-particle correlation asymmetry (PPCA) and energy-energy correlation asymme-
try (EECA). Striking dierences are found between parton shower models which incor-
porate colour coherence and those which do not. The EECA is most sensitive to the
most energetic branchings in the shower, whereas the PPCA is sensitive to branchings of
all energies. While the PPCA is more inuenced by the Bose-Einstein eect and other
non-perturbative eects, the EECA is more sensitive to systematic uncertainties in the
unfolding of detector eects. Both correlation asymmetries lead to the same conclusion:
The data are generally in agreement with coherent models and strongly disfavour the
incoherent models.
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Figure 1: The PPC and EEC distributions of the data corrected using JETSET and
HERWIG. Statistical errors are smaller than the points.
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Figure 2: Dependence of (a) the PPCA and (c) the EECA on the JETSET parameters
described in the text for the angular ordered and non-angular ordered case, and the
dependence of (b) the PPCA and (d) EECA on the Bose-Einstein eect. The bands
in (a) and (c) represent the maximum and minimum values found in varying the three
parameters by 1 standard deviation.
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Figure 3: The corrected PPCA distributions compared to (a) coherent and (b) incoherent
Monte Carlo models. The upper plots show the correlation asymmetries themselves; the
lower plots show the dierences, , between the correlation asymmetries of the models and
those of the data. Statistical errors on data and Monte Carlo are smaller than the points.
The bands indicate statistical plus systematic errors from both model uncertainties and
correction of the data for detector eciency and resolution.
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Figure 4: The corrected EECA distributions compared to (a) coherent and (b) incoherent
Monte Carlo models. The upper plots show the correlation asymmetries themselves; the
lower plots show the dierences, , between the correlation asymmetries of the models and
those of the data. Statistical errors on data and Monte Carlo are smaller than the points.
The bands indicate statistical plus systematic errors from both model uncertainties and
correction of the data for detector eciency and resolution.
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